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Friday 20 March 2020 

NEWSLETTER 

It is a unique time where Churchilian like speeches and quotes have seemed the order of the day, seeking to 

inspire the nation and the educational system to face up to the current unprecedented pandemic and do our 

utmost to stay healthy and strong.  Whether fighting corona virus ‘on the beaches’ or through ‘blood, toil, tears 

and sweat’ there has been a wartime-like spirit here at the Pre-Prep with everyone mucking in and stepping up 

to ensure the best possible week.  

As the numbers of pupils and staff dwindled as the week went on, the desire to continue to provide a normal, 

wonderful educational experience only intensified.  Disappointments of the cancellation of our much 

anticipated, well prepared and advertised Open Morning, our Parents’ Evenings, Easter Craft for parents, and 

our Mother’s Day Tea were keenly felt but ultimately everything pales into insignificance compared to the health 

and wellbeing of our community and all associated with it.   

It has been an emotional end to the week as we face the uncertainty of the months ahead, not knowing exactly 

when we will all be gathered together again.  We will continue to provide for the needs and wellbeing of the 

children in these times, albeit in a slightly different way.   

I’ll leave you with the words of a five year old in Assembly today, speaking about the current situation, that sums 

it up perfectly, ‘Mr Akhurst, I am a bit confused.’ 

Please take great care and look after one another and yourselves.  We will be thinking of you all.  

Jon Akhurst 

Head 
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Early Years News... 

It has been an eventful week in Reception!  We studied the painting George and the Dragon by Uccello and 

described how the painting made us feel… we looked carefully at the background and the foreground and 

thought about what the characters might be saying to each other.  We wrote invitations to our Ball, describing 

the menu and details of the occasion!   

On Thursday afternoon, RKD had the most wonderful afternoon at 

the Field, helping Mrs Hen look for her babies.  They were hiding 

everywhere and we had to look under all the logs and beneath the 

leaves, we also found a few on the swing!  After we had helped Mrs 

Hen we  looked for colourful Easter eggs with numbers and numicon 

on and worked as a team to 

match them together.    

Reception wish you all a very 

happy Easter. 

 

The Reception Team 
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YEAR 1 Key Stage One News 

Year 1 had a very busy week getting ready for their class assembly on Thursday.  To end our Spring term topic ‘All 
Around the World,’ the boys shared their learning from their visits to Japan, Kenya and South America.  The 
wonderful performance of the jambo bwana song using African drums, the lesson in an African language, 
counting to 10 in Swahili and the exploration of the Amazon rainforest with the interesting animals found in the 
different layers beautifully summarised some of our wonderful world travels.    

The boys worked so hard to learn their lines and it must have been daunting to perform for a camera instead of 
for their families.  There were a lot of last minute changes which the boys were quick to embrace. The children 
adapted amazingly well to the unexpected format of the Assembly, learning lines at the last minute when their 
classmates were absent.  They delivered with great confidence, expression and enthusiasm.   

We are always so proud of them 
but especially so this week. 

 

 

The Year 1 Team 
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Forest School 

The world is feeling very different to us all at present and we are experiencing many changes that are difficult to 

comprehend. Therefore it was such a joy to see the children enjoy the familiar seasonal changes during our visits 

to the field for Forest School. We’ve felt the warm spring sunshine on our faces, listened to the most beautiful 

bird song and watched the Queen Bumble Bees emerging from their winter dens under the ground to head off in 

search of pollen. The fresh air and exercise brought rosy glows to faces whilst the challenges of designing 

obstacle courses, fire lighting and den building nurtured a sense of achievement. All such simple pleasures and 

yet so valuable in creating a sense of comfort and happiness.  

I do hope that in the weeks ahead we can all find time to enjoy some of the natural benefits of being outside in 

nature. 

 

Mrs Newman 
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Celebration Assembly  

Happy Birthday to 

Senan, Danny, Gabriel, 

Miss Marcou, Mrs 

Webb and...MooMoo! 

Gold Stars were awarded to Gabriel, Zac, Isaac, Rufus, 

Oscar, Theo, Ibby and George. 

TRACK Certificates were awarded 

to Charlie H for Teamwork, Taran 

for Teamwork, and Thomas D for 

Resilience. 
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SPPA News... 

An enormous thank you to all those who helped organise and who supported The SPPA Big Quiz 2020. I am sure 
those who attended will agree that is was a huge amount of fun and that Mr Akhurst was a magnificent 
Quizmaster.  Congratulations to the Year 2 team “The Defenders” for winning for a second year running. 

Our additional thanks also go to our generous raffle sponsors: 

Majestic Wine - Esher (www.majestic.co.uk) 

The Trainers – Claygate (www.the-trainers.co.uk) 

Hopscotch – Molesey (hopscotchshoeboutique.co.uk) 

The raffle and toilet roll auction raised £245 for SPPA and Cheer.  

On a more subdued note, unfortunately due to the current situation it has been necessary to postpone the May 
Ball.   If you have already paid please look out for an email from us about how we can refund the money to 
you.  Thank you to Kamila and Gemma for all their work organising what would have been another fantastic 
SPPA event. We look forward to the planning recommencing in the future. If you have any question please email 
us at SPPAssoc@gmail.com. 

 
We wish all SHPP parents and families well and look forward to seeing you all again soon.  

 
The SPPA Team 

http://www.majestic.co.uk
http://www.the-trainers.co.uk
http://hopscotchshoeboutique.co.uk
mailto:SPPAssoc@gmail.com
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Easter Bonnets at SHPPS... 

We were thrilled to see 

the imaginative and 

beautiful millinery 

creations that the children 

wore on Wednesday.  

Thank you for all your 

help with pipe cleaners, 

fluffy chicks and glue 

guns, it was a fabulous 

display. 
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More Easter Bonnets... 
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...and a few more.  
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Avian News... 

We were so happy to watch our eggs 

hatch and even happier to send the 

SHPPS chicks off to their “forever 

homes.”   Mrs Davies-Duddy managed to smuggle two 

little chicks out of school (we suspect that’s what the 

pockets on her dresses are designed for) and they now 

have interesting names and are being cared for by Mrs DD 

and her husband and her children Bluebelle, Primrose and 

Herbie.  The rest of the chicks were collected by Jessie, 

who is Mr Bullenthorpe’s lovely daughter.  Jessie lives in 

East Sussex and has always wanted to keep chickens!  She 

bought this gorgeous little hen house a few months ago 

and was thrilled when she heard our chicks needed a 

home.  We are delighted that they will be looked after 

really well and we look forward to seeing photos of their 

progress as they grow up! 
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IN OTHER NEWS… Jokes of the Week! 

If you aren’t already following us on 
Twitter our handle is @shspreprep and 
we regularly update the account with 
news on the exciting activities in which 
the children are taking part. 

Follow us on Twitter... 

Quo

 

Quote of the week  “Why did the cheese cross the road? 

Because he was cheesed off.” 

Taran 

1SS 

 

“What do you call a witch who lives on the sand? 

A Sandwich.” 

Rufus 

1JB 
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YEAR 1  This Was the Week When... 

...Thomas and Henry made up a game  in 

which they escaped from a scary house in 

a hot air balloon...with their pet dragon! 

Agastya and Zac made a 

potion! 

Alexander, Danny and Oliver set up 

shop! 
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YEAR 1  And finally...some other lovely moments from our week... 
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YEAR 1  (...and a few more.) 
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YEAR 1  (...and just a few more.) 


